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Computer generated video graphics presents compelling imagery
for the jury at a trial. The video can illustrate testimony of an expert or
eyewitness. A jury can better understand how an accident occurred by viewing a
computer re-enactment or simulation of the accident.
Computer animation is useful for explaining to the jury scientific,
medical, and technical matters. A trial attorney can use graphics to present
arguments and show more powerfully than testimony could ever show a theory of
liability or defense or damages.
Computer generated exhibits come in four categories: (i) static
images such as tables, graphs, diagrams, and maps projected onto a screen,
computer panel, or monitor by a computer display system, (ii) animation that is
not intended to recreate or simulate an event, (ii) recreations or simulations that
are detailed and realistic and allow the jury to view animation of the creator’s
opinion about the nature of the event, and (iv) computer models that are
compilation of formulae and expressions integrated into computer programs.1
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Admitting computer generated video graphics into evidence can be
a formidable task. Grounds for excluding computer simulations and animations
include relevancy, reliability, lack of authentication, hearsay, lack of foundation
when the software developer has not testified, and undue prejudice.2
A state may have a specific statute addressing the elements of
proof for admission into evidence of computer generated evidence. General rules
of evidence, including the federal rules of evidence, also should be consulted for
necessary steps for authentication of video imagery.
Computer Graphics Are Not Equivalent To Still Pictures
Computer generated video graphics can be demonstrative
(“illustrative”) or substantive (“real”) evidence. A demonstrative computer
generated video graphic usually consists of still images or animation that
illustrates a witness’ opinions and testimony. A substantive computer graphic
“usually consists of computer simulations or recreations, which are prepared by
experts and which are based on mathematical models in order to recreate or
reconstruct an incident or event”.3
A pedagogical device such as a drawing is used as an aid to the
jury in cases involving complicated or voluminous evidence.4 A visual aid is a
model, diagram, or chart used by a witness to illustrate testimony and facilitate
jury understanding.5
An animation used to illustrate a witness’ testimony, by recreating a
scene or process, is demonstrative evidence. Video animation that explains or
summarizes other evidence and testimony is demonstrative evidence.6
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Computer generated animation that illustrates a witness’ testimony
can be admitted into evidence if it is a fair and accurate representation of the
scene sought to be depicted.7 Demonstrative evidence can be admitted only for
use in a courtroom to explain and illustrate testimony, or admitted as an exhibit
for the jury to examine and consider during deliberations.8 A judge can help the
jury understand that a graphic is illustrative by charging the jury that the
animation is not meant to be a recreation of an event or accident but is simply a
set of pictures to help the jury understand the witness’ opinion as to what
happened.9
A computer generated diagram, if merely illustrative of a witness’
testimony, is admissible without a need for showing how the diagram was
prepared, e.g., how the data was gathered or inputted into the computer.
However, if the diagram purports to contain exact measurements or drawn to
scale, then testimony as to the collection and input of data into the computer is
needed to admit the diagram into evidence.10
A substantive computer animation, by contrast, depicts a computer
expert’s opinion of events or conditions. Foundational requirements used for
other evidence must be met before the animation will be introduced.11
A substantive computer animation or simulation is not equivalent to
a chart or diagram.12 An animation that is testimonial in nature, and whose
contents are susceptible of being accepted by the jury as substantive evidence,
is not a mere visual aid used to illustrate testimony or facilitate jury
understanding.13
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Substantive animation requires a foundation that is more detailed
than the foundation needed for a mere visual aid.14 A simulation, being based
upon scientific principles and data entered into a computer programmed to
analyze and draw conclusions from the data, is admissible only upon proof of the
validity of the principles and data.15
A Proper Foundation Must Be Established
The offering party must lay a proper foundation for admission of the
animation into evidence. The graphics should be relevant, not subject to
exclusion as prejudicial, and authenticated by testimony from a person with first
hand knowledge of the graphics’ subject matter that the graphics are fair and
accurate representations of the evidence to which the graphics relate.16
Animation is admissible as demonstrative evidence when shown to
be authentic, relevant, a fair and accurate representation of the evidence to
which it relates, and has probative value substantially outweighing any danger of
unfair prejudice, confusion, or misleading of the jury.17
The offering party should present and qualify an expert in the field
of accident investigation and reconstruction. The proponent of computer
generated evidence should authenticate the animation by describing the system
and showing that the program produced an accurate result. The animation must
also be relevant, probative, and nearly identical to the material facts of the event
at issue.18
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The proponent may be required to show that “(1) the computer is
functioning properly; (2) the input and underlying equations are sufficiently
complete and accurate (and disclosed to the opposing party, so that they may
challenge them); and (3) the program is generally accepted by the appropriate
community of scientists”.19
The Animation Technique: Must It Be Generally Accepted?
Substantial disagreement among parties may exist as to the
reliability of a computer simulation. The trial judge will decide if a simulation
technique has achieved sufficient reliability and acceptance to warrant its use at
trial. The court should conduct a hearing outside the jury’s presence to decide if
the tests conducted and results ascribed to the tests meet prescribed standards
for admissibility.20
The expert for the proponent should testify about the testing of the
program that shows the program to be valid. The expert can explain the
development and use of the simulation program and the process of putting data
and equations into computers to reach a simulation of events. Physical laws and
equations used in the program, the case-specific data incorporated into the
program, and the impracticability of exact re-enactment should be described by
the expert.21
The expert should address peer reviewing of the computer
simulation methodology. The known or potential error rate and general
acceptance in the scientific community also should be identified.22
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A sufficient foundation may be laid where the expert testifies as to
the name of the program he or she used, the program offers an accurate
depiction of the events at issue, and the expert used known facts and reliable
estimates of variables to generate the simulation.23
The judge does not have to determine if all of the complex,
underlying coding is complete and accurate. He or she only is required to
determine if the program is generally accepted by the appropriate community of
scientists, since it is the scientists themselves who are most qualified to assess
the validity of a computer simulation. The court can accomplish its task by
considering depositions and affidavits from experts and people involved in
performing the simulation, articles, and computer evidence generally.24
The court may take judicial notice of the ability of a properly
programmed computer to perform mathematical computations. The court may
also take judicial notice of underlying principles of physics used in the animation.
The judge must decide if experts are in general agreement that the program
properly applies the scientific principles to the accident or event at issue.25
Some courts avoid the whole issue of whether the animation is
generally accepted in the relevant scientific community by treating computer
animation as demonstrative rather than scientific evidence. Those courts
consider treatment of the animation as scientific evidence to be a needless
complication because it confuses “the methodology of producing demonstrative
evidence with its end result.”26
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Those courts “distinguish a computer animation and a computer
simulation. An animation is used to illustrate a scene or process, and properly is
viewed as demonstrative evidence. A simulation is based on scientific or physical
principles and data entered into a computer, which is programmed to analyze the
data and draw a conclusion from it. Courts require proof of the validity of the
scientific principles and data before admitting a simulation as evidence.”27
Who Can Authenticate Computer Generated Animation?
Admission of computer generated animation requires that a witness
with sufficient knowledge and expertise in computers testify about the process
used to generate the animation.28
…considering the reliability problems arising
from computer-generated exhibits and the
processes by which they are created… there
must be ‘testimony by a person with some
degree of computer expertise, who has
sufficient knowledge to be examined and
cross-examined about the functioning of the
computer’… what is required is testimony from
a witness who possesses sufficient knowledge
of the technology used to create the
exhibits…29
Testimony from an expert who prepared the underlying data and the computer
technician who used that data to create the animation is proper for
authentication.30
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The authenticating witness does not have to be the actual
programmer of the animation software.31 There is no general requirement that
the testifying expert himself or herself physically and personally run the computer
or feed the data into the computer.32 The witness need only have some degree of
computer expertise and have sufficient knowledge to be examined and crossexamined about the reliability of the procedures involved.33
The less the offering party offers about the circumstances
surrounding creation of video animation, the more likely the court will rule that a
proper foundation for the animation’s introduction into evidence has not been
laid. Assurances from a witness who did not make the animation and has no
knowledge as to the animation’s production may be insufficient to persuade the
court that the animation is an accurate reproduction of what it purports to
demonstrate.34
A witness who has no idea who made the animation or why it was
made may be incompetent to lay the foundation, especially if the animation is
testimonial in nature, contains irrelevant or speculative information, and could
lead the jury to accepting it as substantive evidence.35
What Must The Expert Explain?
Computer generated animation requires a more detailed foundation
than the foundation required for mere photographs. It is not sufficient for the
authenticating witness to state that the animation is a faithful representation of
the subject matter – although that testimony is also required.36
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The expert will explain what data and information has been fed into
a computer by means of a software program to create the graphic presentation.
The proponent must also show that the re-enactment fairly and accurately
reflects oral testimony offered and the animation would be helpful to the jury’s
understanding of the issue.37
Animation can be authenticated through evidence that (a) the
computer equipment is accepted in the field as standard and competent and is in
good working order, (b) qualified computer operators were employed, (c) proper
procedures were followed as to input and output of information with the input and
underlying equations being sufficiently complete and accurate, (d) a reliable
software program was used, (e) the equipment was programmed and operated
correctly, and (f) the animation is identified as the output in question.38
The relevant technical or scientific community’s use or reliance
upon the software at issue may be sufficient to show the accuracy of the
software.39 The court can take steps to protect proprietary aspects of the
software programs.40
Oftentimes the court will not require proof that the computer is
functioning

properly,

unless

another

party

affirmatively

challenges

the

proponent’s claim that the computer is functioning properly. If the opposing party
does not voir dire the expert on that issue, then the court may ignore the absence
of evidence that the computer was functioning properly.41
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The authenticating witness must confirm that the animation is a fair
and accurate representation of what it purports to represent. The witness should
testify that there is no material distortion of pertinent objects shown on the
animation.42
The facts or data on which the expert relies in forming an opinion
expressed by computer animation must be of a type reasonably relied upon by
experts in the pertinent field. The facts or data need not themselves be
admissible in evidence. The reasonableness of the expert’s reliance upon the
facts and data may be questioned in cross-examination.43 However, as
discussed below, this professional reliability exception to the hearsay rule cannot
be used as a ruse to admit otherwise incompetent proof.
The trial court will weigh and balance these factors. After giving the
opposing party an opportunity to voir dire on the proposed animation, the judge
will decide if the factors support admissibility of the animation.44
Hearsay Problems With Animations
Hearsay problems may arise if the witness authenticating the
computer generated video graphics does not have personal knowledge of the
subject matter. Unlike a photograph or drawing, which can be created by a
person with first-hand knowledge, animation is usually prepared by experts who
are strangers to the events at issue.
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Animation is typically created from information provided to the
animator by witnesses or by the parties’ attorneys. The animator lacks personal
knowledge of the relevant parts of the subject matter of the animation. The
animator’s testimony regarding the correctness of facts depicted in the animation
would be inadmissible hearsay. Witnesses who have first-hand knowledge must
testify as to the underlying facts before the animation can be admitted into
evidence.45
The facts and data upon which the animation is based must be in
evidence before the animation can itself be admitted. The animation cannot be
used as a conduit for admission of otherwise inadmissible evidence or testimony.
Some of the information and data upon which animation is based is
admissible under hearsay exceptions. Party admissions, present sense
impressions, excited utterances, statements for purpose of medical diagnosis or
treatment, business records, and public records may fall within exceptions to the
hearsay rule.46
Animation That Is Duplicative Of Better Evidence
Animation can be used to acquaint the jury with the operational
functions of a device, machine, or piece of equipment. Viewing of animation may
be inappropriate if counsel has available for inspection and demonstration at the
courthouse the actual object that plaintiff says caused the injuries and
damages.47
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Minimizing Prejudice From Computer Animation
Animation, like any video prepared exclusively for trial, has a high
potential for prejudice. Animation has the potential to mislead by inaccurately
portraying facts, creating lasting impressions that override other testimony or
evidence, and convey editorial distortions by the preparer of the animation.48
Admission of computer animation that has a real capacity to
mislead the jury can be prejudical error. Such imagery, if unduly influential,
potentially confusing, susceptible of being accepted as substantive evidence, or
capable of producing an unjust result, jeopardizes the verdict that the proponent
of the animation seeks.49
Accident-recreation animation must portray circumstances similar
to the circumstances extant at the time of plaintiff’s accident. Animation that
portrays a scene different than the facts as they existed at the time of the
accident will be excluded from evidence.50 Animation containing irrelevant
subject material and conjecture on issues to be decided by the jury should not be
played to the jury.51
The judge can minimize any prejudice resulting from admission of
the video by giving opposing counsel an opportunity to conduct voir dire
regarding the video, instructing the jury as to the limited purpose for which the
video is being admitted, and warning the jury not to consider the video for any
other purpose.52 The court should caution the jury that the animation represents
only a recreation of the proponent’s version of the event, should not be viewed as
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the absolute truth, and like all evidence may be accepted or rejected in whole or
in part.53
Animation that does not reflect conditions substantially similar to
those existing at the time of the accident can be admitted for a limited purpose,
provided the jurors understand they are not seeing a recreation but instead are
seeing an illustration of a witness’ interpretation of evidence. The judge can give
a limiting instruction to the jury such as the following:
This animation is not meant to be a recreation
of the events, but rather it consists of a
computer picture to help you understand [name
of witness’] opinion. The video is not meant to
be an exact recreation of what happened
[during the accident or other description of the
event], but rather it represents [name of
witness’] evaluation of the evidence presented.
The jury should understand that the animation is designed merely to illustrate the
witness’ version of the events and to show how that version is consistent with the
evidence.54
Accident Reconstruction Animation: Special Considerations
Reconstruction of an accident may be the topic of a computer
generated animation. Conditions on the animation must be substantially similar to
conditions encountered by the parties at the time of the accident. In all pertinent
respects the animation should accurately reflect what was experienced by the
parties.55
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The animation “need not be exact in every detail, but the important
elements must be identical or very similar to the scene as described in other
testimony and evidence presented by the animation’s proponent in order to
constitute a fair and accurate representation”. Details such as distance, terrain,
relative speed, path of travel, and surroundings must be technically correct in an
animation reconstructing an accident.56
The expert should testify about the development, testing, error rate,
acceptance of the program by other experts, and peer review of the computer
simulation and methodology.57
The jury must be informed that video tape that an expert relied
upon as a reference source is designed only to assist the jury in understanding a
witness’ opinion, and is not intended as substantive evidence.58 It may be error
for the judge to fail to instruct the jury that computer generated accidentreenactment animation is admitted for the limited purpose of illustrating the
witness’ opinion and not for showing what actually caused an accident. Absent
such an instruction, the jury may “confuse art with reality”.59
Video simulation that has too many variables between the tests
depicted in the video and the evidence presented at trial is not probative.60
Extreme slow motion may give the improper impression of much less movement
and thus less impact than would be the case if the video was at normal speed.61
The judge will refuse to admit into evidence animation that seeks to recreate the
accident but exaggerates or misleads the jury as to the conditions facing the
parties when the accident occurred.62
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